**DRUM DOLLY**

Transport a 5-gallon pail, 30 or 55-gallon drums or LP gas tank with the Multi-Purpose "Quad" Drum Dolly, series **BDRUM-QUAD**. Available with hard rubber or cast iron casters with capacities from 900 to 1,200 pounds. These dollies have a high polished zinc finish for corrosion resistance. Stainless steel finish available, model **BDRUM-QUAD-CS-SS**.

The Tri-Dolly, series **BDRUM-TRI**, will transport 5-gallon pail, 30-gallon drum or LP gas tank. The Octo Drum Dolly, model **BOCTO-55**, will transport 55-gallon drums weighing up to 2,000 pounds. This drum dolly has (8) cast iron swivel casters to move the dolly smoothly.

**OVERPACK DRUM DOLLIES**

Accommodates a variety of container sizes.

A standard 4 foot long nylon pull strap helps in transporting down aisles or over thresh holds. Store when not in use.

**OVERPACK CONTAINER**

Overpack Dolly

Overpack Container

**DRUM DOLLY CONTAINER**

Transport containment units from location to location with this Drum Dolly Container, series **BDRUM-SP**. Designed to hold drum spill containers weighing up to 1,200 pounds, these dollies roll easily and smoothly.

The Containment Units, model **BSSC-55**, are specially designed to contain leaks and spills from 55-gallon drums during plant transport and storage. Either a fork truck or Drum Dolly Container can transport the Containment Units.